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S1 Identification of wave features21

The vertical profiles of density and horizontal velocity indicate the presence of many co-22

herent wave-like features. These are visually identified in the profiles of the horizontal23

velocity anomaly and the neutral surface height anomaly, constructed by subtracting the24

observed profiles of horizontal velocity and neutral density from a smoothed variant of25

the measured profiles. The wave-like features occur as isolated signals with consistent26

amplitude and vertical wavelength over multiple wavelengths (for an example, see Fig-27

ure S1). In this study, we systematically examine the SOFine CTD and LADCP pro-28
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files for such features. We positively identify a so-called coherent wave-like feature if all29

of the following criteria are satisfied:30

1. a coherent wave-like feature exhibits concurrent signals with a similar vertical wave-31

length in both the velocity anomaly and neutral surface height anomaly profiles;32

2. the wave-like feature has an approximately constant wave amplitude and verti-33

cal wavelength over the vertical scale of at least 1.5 vertical wavelengths;34

3. a corresponding peak at a consistent vertical wavenumber is detected in all of the35

kinetic energy, potential energy and one component of the rotary motion spectra36

(the latter requires the feature to have a distinct polarization);37

4. a matching peak in the spectral coherence between the relevant polarized com-38

ponent of the horizontal velocity and the buoyancy perturbation is observed.39

As described in Section 3.1, the definition of these criteria results in the positive iden-40

tification of 21 coherent wave-like features in the 59 vertical profiles of CTD and LADCP41

measurements.42

We note that the features defined from the profile data in this manner are likely biased43

in at least two ways: first, toward waves with lower frequencies and large horizontal scales44

(as it is these waves that are visually discernible in the full-depth profiles); and second,45

toward waves with large enough amplitude to stand out from the background variabil-46

ity arising from the superposition of a range of waves and other oceanic motions. As such,47

our characterization should be considered as applying to a select subset of the full wave48

population present in the region.49

S2 Characterization of wave properties54

We characterize the coherent features identified by assuming that they are internal waves55

(as in, for example, Müller et al., 1978; Polzin, 2008; Meyer et al., 2016) and applying56

linear wave theory. In doing so, we assume that the waves can be described as small plane-57

wave perturbations about a background state of rest with a locally constant background58

stratification. We estimate the vertical wavenumber, m, from the peak in the total en-59

ergy density spectrum (which, by the criteria defined above, is consistent with the ver-60

tical wavelength of the “wiggles” seen in vertical profiles of horizontal velocity and height61

anomalies, as well as the peak in the relevant component of the rotary motion spectra).62
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Figure S1. An example of a coherent wave-like feature seen in the vertical profiles of (a) the

horizontal speed anomaly measured by the LADCP; and (b) the neutral surface height anomaly

measured by the CTD. This particular example is from station 41 of the SOFine survey (see Fig.

1 of Waterman et al. (2013) for a station map).
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52

53

The wave’s vertical wavelength is subsequently estimated as λz = 2π
m . The ratio of ve-63

locity variance in the clockwise- (ECW ) to counterclockwise- (ECCW ) rotating horizon-64

tal velocity components (called the rotary ratio) at this vertical scale is taken to indi-65

cate the direction of phase and energy propagation of the wave: for these Southern Hemi-66

sphere observations, a rotary ratio of less than 1 (i.e. ECCW > ECW ) implies upward67

phase (and therefore downward energy) propagation, while a rotary ratio greater than68

1 implies the opposite. Next we estimate the wave’s intrinsic frequency, ω0, from the ra-69

tio of kinetic energy, Ek, to potential energy, Ep, via ω0 = f0

√
Ep(m)+Ek(m)
Ek(m)−Ep(m) . Here val-70

ues of Ek and Ep are extracted from the energy spectra at the relevant vertical wavenum-71

ber m. We note that both instrumental noise, as well as ‘noise’ from other wave and non-72

wave motions is expected to bias this estimate high, we proceed with this caveat in mind.73

We subsequently estimate the wave’s intrinsic period as T0 = 1
ω0

. The waves horizon-74

tal wavenumber, kH , is computed as kH = m
√

ω2
0−f2

0

N2−ω2
0

(here f is the local value of the75
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Coriolis frequency and N is the local background value of the stratification frequency,76

computed via the adiabatic leveling method of Bray & Fofonoff (1981) applied to the lo-77

cal N profile). This assumes an approximate dispersion relation for plane-wave internal78

waves propagating in a low Rossby number (Ro), low Froude number (Fr), geostrophically-79

balanced background flow correct to order (Ro, Fr) for all hydrostatic waves (Eqn. A380

in Polzin et al., 1996). It neglects terms involving second-order derivatives of the back-81

ground which are small under a WKB approximation which is implicit when the plane82

wave solution is invoked, and further neglects terms proportional to the relative vortic-83

ity (order Ro), the thermal wind shear (order BuFr, where Bu is the Burger number)84

and the spatial derivatives of the mean advective terms order Bu2Ro
1+Bu2 ). This is justified85

by the fact that wave features are characterized by low Ro and low Fr but a Bu that86

is order one (see Table S1). We note that the Bu O(1) limit is highly relevant in a wave87

capture scenario as waves asymptotically approach the aspect ratio of the mean flow, which88

tends to be Bu ≈ O(1) for the mesoscale. Here again, we expect noise to bias our es-89

timate of kH high. The wave’s horizontal wavelength is then estimated as λH = 2π
kH

.90

We obtain an estimate of the horizontal azimuth of the wave’s wave vector, φ, from an91

estimate of the phase between the relevant rotary velocity component (u−iv for an upward-92

propagating wave, and u+iv for a downward-propagating wave, where u and v are the93

zonal and meridional velocity components respectively) and the buoyancy perturbation94

at the vertical wavenumber in question. From this phase estimate, we compute the hor-95

izontal wavenumber components, k and l, as k = ±kHcos(φ) (for upward- and downward-96

propagating waves respectively) and l = −kHsin(φ). Finally, the components of the97

wave’s group velocity, ~cgH , are estimated from the previously computed wave proper-98

ties using internal wave relations derived from the gradients of the approximate disper-99

sion relation: cgx = k
(N2−ω2

0)
2

ω0m2(N2−f2) , cgy = l
(N2−ω2

0)
2

ω0m2(N2−f2) , and cgz =
(ω2

0−f
2)(N2−ω2

0)
2

ω0m(N2−f2) .100

Our wave characterization follows that of Meyer et al. (2016). For more details, inter-101

ested readers are referred to the discussion and references therein.102

S3 Characterization of the background environment110

We exploit the CTD and LADCP profiles to characterize properties of the background111

flow and stratification environment in which the coherent wave features are observed.112

The background flow field is defined by smoothed variants of the LADCP velocity com-113

ponent profiles, specifically by applying a sliding second-order polynomial regression with114
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mean median std mean median std

1. WAVE PROPERTIES
depth (for downward)/height (for upward) (m) 1321 1500 238 932 949 607

vertical wavelength (m) 141 143 42 132 120 68

horizontal wavelength (km) 10 8 9 4 2 6

intrinsic frequency/|f| 1.1 1.1 0.1 2.2 1.2 3.0

|intrinsic group velocity| (horizontal), |CgH| 2.0 2.1 1.1 1.7 1.2 1.4

|intrinsic group velocity| (vertical) (cm/s) -0.05 -0.04 0.04 0.2 0.1 0.3

2. BACKGROUND PROPERTIES
horizontal speed, U (cm/s) 0.22 0.13 0.24 0.08 0.05 0.07

U/|CgH| 3.8 9.6 3.1 1.4 6.6 0.6

|vertical shear/N| 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.03 0.1

|strain/f| 0.1 0.1 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.01

|vorticity/f| 0.1 0.1 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.04

|Doppler shift/f| 2.3 1.0 3.7 3.3 0.8 7.6

3. TIMESCALES
wave-mean (k) (days) 9 3 15 225 4 786

wave-mean (m) (days) 29 7 51 67 25 87

wave-mean (l) (days) 3 2 3 126 2 429

dissipation (days) 4 1 7 3 1 6

advection (days) 2 2 1 3 3 2

distance in 1 dissipation time (km) 48 22 81 33 8 62

4. RAY TRACING RESULTS
age (days) 7 6 4 12 12 12

horizontal distance (km) 188 160 129 70 70 70

5. NON-DIMENSIONAL PARAMETERS
Rossby number, |Ro| 0.1 0.1 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.04

Froude number, |Fr| 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.05 0.03 0.1

Burger Number, Br 0.5 0.4 0.2 1.0 0.7 0.7

Downward-going Upward-going

Table S1. Statistics summarizing the wave properties, background flow properties, timescales,

ray tracing calculation results and non-dimensional parameters for all wave-like features identi-

fied. Here the Rossby number, Ro, is computed as Ro = ζ
f

where ζ is the vertical component

of the background flow vorticity and f is the local Corilois frequency; the Froude number, Fr,

is computed as Fr = S
N

where S =
√

(dU/dz)2 + (dV/dz)2 is the vertical shear of the back-

ground flow and N is the background stratification; and the Burger number, Bu, is computed as

Bu =
N2k2H
f2m2 .

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

an increasing vertical fit window length ranging from ∼300 m at the surface to ∼800 m115

at depth. The goal of the smooth fit is to eliminate variability on vertical scales of a few116

hundred meters and less, while maintaining the large-scale structure associated with the117

ACC jets. Results are insensitive to the specific choice of the smoothing parameters, as118

long as this qualitative goal is achieved. The background stratification is defined by a119

smooth N profile, constructed via the adiabatic leveling method of Bray & Fofonoff (1981)120

applied to the local N profile with a pressure range of adiabatic leveling of 400 decibars.121

Again, results are qualitatively insensitive to this choice provided it remains on the or-122

der of hundreds of decibars. We use these constructed profiles to characterize the mag-123

nitude of the background flow velocity components, U and V , the magnitude of the back-124
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ground vertical shear, and the local background stratification and its vertical gradient125

in the vicinity of each observed coherent wave packet.126

Our consideration of the background flow impacts on three-dimensional wave evolution127

is also dependent on the magnitude of the horizontal velocity gradients of the background128

flow. This information is unavailable from the SOFine station data: the station spac-129

ing (typically 40 km) is relatively coarse, and often provides velocity gradient informa-130

tion in only one horizontal direction. As such, here we rely on velocity information from131

satGEM (Meijers et al., 2011), a gravest empirical mode (GEM) projection of temper-132

ature and salinity fields in the Southern Ocean that, when combined with satellite al-133

timetry, produces time-evolving temperature, salinity and velocity fields at 7-day inter-134

vals on a 1/3o grid. A comparison of the observed SOFine velocity profiles to those of135

the satGEM at relevant times and locations produces reasonable mesoscale structure agree-136

ment, endorsing our use of the satGEM product to provide background flow and strat-137

ification information at times and places where it is unavailable in the SOFine survey138

observations.139

S4 Timescale characterization of wave evolution140

Wave properties, along with the properties of the background flow and stratification en-141

vironment through which the waves propagate, can be combined to characterize timescales142

that indicate the relative importance of various processes influencing wave evolution. Here143

we consider the relative importance of: 1. the waves horizontal translation due to back-144

ground flow advection; 2. the wave’s modification due to interactions with the background145

flow and stratification; and 3. dissipation; by estimating characteristic rates at which these146

different processes change wave properties. Specifically, we estimate characteristic timescales147

associated with various terms in a wave action conservation statement in which wave ac-148

tion materially evolves due to refractive effects associated with spatially-inhomogeneous149

stratification and subinertial currents (‘wave-mean flow interactions’), interior sources,150

sinks (‘dissipation’) and non-linear transfers (‘wave-wave interactions’). For further de-151

tails see Equation 23 of Polzin & Lvov (2011) and its related discussion.152

In advective form, the wave action conservation statement can be expressed as follows.

∂A(~r, ~p)

∂t
+ (~u+ ~Cg) ·∇~r A(~r, ~p)

[1]

+R · ∇~p A(~r, ~p)

[2]

= So(~r, ~p)− Si(~r, ~p)
[3]

+Tr(~r, ~p) (1)
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Here A(~r, ~p) = E(~r,~p)
ω represents the wave action density as a function of threedimen-153

sional space, ~r = (x, y, z), and three-dimensional wavenumber, ~p = (k, l,m). In this154

definition, E(~r, ~p) is the intrinsic wave energy density as a function of space and wavenum-155

ber, and ω is the intrinsic frequency of the slowly-modulated waves. ~u represents subin-156

ertial currents, ~Cg = ∇~p ω represents the wave group velocity, and R = ∇~r (ω + ~p · ~u)157

represents refractive effects associated with spatially-inhomogeneous stratification and158

subinertial currents. Tr represents transfers of wave action (i.e. wave-wave interactions),159

So represents interior sources of wave action, and Si represents sinks of wave action (dis-160

sipation). Gradient operators in the spatial and spectral domains are denoted as ∇~r and161

∇~p respectively.162

To formulate timescales of interest, we consider the relative scales of terms [1], [2] and163

[3] in Eqn. 1. These describe, scale and define characteristic timescales as follows.164

[1] ~u ·∇~r A(~r, ~p) describes the time-rate-of-change of wave action due to advection by165

the subinertial flow. It has a scale of U 1
L A, where U is the characteristic scale of the166

advecting subinertial horizontal velocity, L is a length scale characterizing the horizon-167

tal scale of variations in wave action, and A is the characteristic scale of wave action. We168

assume that the subinertial flow field is quasi-geostrophic, and thus vertical advective169

velocities can be neglected. In the absence of direct observations of the relevant horizon-170

tal scale of wave action variation, we set the length scale L to be a characteristic value171

for the local first-baroclinic Rossby radius of deformation at these latitudes, L = LD =172

15 km. As wave action may vary on horizontal scales smaller than this, this choice for173

the characteristic length scale is an upper bound estimate. This term defines a timescale174

associated with mean-flow advection as τadvection = LD

U , which, given the use of LD, rep-175

resents an upper bound timescale (minimum rate) scaling.176

[2] R · ∇~p A(~r, ~p) defines the time-rate-of-change of wave action due to refraction as-177

sociated with the changing ‘background’ medium, i.e. due to subinertial flow shears and178

variations in the background stratification. It has scales from the horizontal and verti-179

cal contributions to the dot product respectively of ([ ∂∂tkH ] 1
[kH ] A) where [kH ] is a char-180

acteristic horizontal wavenumber scale, and ([ ∂∂tm] 1
[m] A) where [m] is a characteristic181

vertical wavenumber scale. Ray tracing equations (e.g. Lighthill, 1978; Olbers, 1981; Sheen182

et al., 2015) provide timescales for the rate of refraction of the wave’s wavenumber by183

the local subinertial current shears and background stratification gradient: [ ∂∂tk] = [−k ∂U∂x−184

l ∂V∂x ], [ ∂∂t l] = [−k ∂U∂y − l
∂V
∂y ] and [ ∂∂tm] = [−k ∂U∂z − l

∂V
∂z −

∂ω
∂z ] where U and V are the185
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scales of the horizontal subinertial velocity components. Here ∂ω
∂z , the vertical gradient186

of the wave’s intrinsic frequency, is given by ∂ω
∂z = N ∂N

∂z
k2H
m2 [

N2k2H+f2m2

m2 ]−1/2, where N187

is the background stratification and f is the Coriolis parameter. These terms define the188

timescales of wave-mean flow interaction as τwave-mean k = [k]

[−k ∂U
∂x −l ∂V

∂x ]
, τwave-mean l = [l]

[−k ∂U
∂y −l ∂V

∂y ]
,189

and τwave-mean m = [m]

[−k ∂U
∂z −l ∂V

∂z − ∂ω
∂z ]

).190

[3] Si(~r, ~p) represents the sinks of wave action and defines the time-rate-of-change of wave191

action due to dissipation. To scale making use of our estimates of the rate of turbulent192

kinetic energy (TKE) dissipation from microstructure data, ε, (see Waterman et al., 2013),193

we assume ε balances the rate of TKE production by wave breaking, a process which acts194

as the high-wavenumber sink of wave action. In this framework, under the usual assump-195

tions of a local, stationary and isotropic turbulent mechanical energy balance (and fur-196

ther assuming that transformations between internal and kinetic energies associated with197

non-linearities in the equation of state are negligible), integration over wavenumbers in198

the packet structure provides ωSi(~r) ≡ P ≈ −ε + B. Here P is the TKE production199

rate (here expressed per unit mass), ε denotes the TKE dissipation rate per unit mass,200

and B represents the per-unit-mass rate of work against gravity done by turbulent buoy-201

ancy fluxes. Without direct estimates of B, we make the further common assumption202

that P is balanced by ε and B in fixed proportions such that B = Γε, where Γ is the203

mixing efficiency assumed here to be O(0.1) (Polzin et al., 2014). These arguments then204

imply a scale of Si(~r, ~p) of [ε]
[ω] . To translate to an inverse timescale relevant to the time-205

rate-of-change of wave action, we divide this scale by the scale of wave action, A = [E]
[ω] ,206

where [E] denotes the scale of the wave packet total energy. The inverse of this quan-207

tity defines the timescale associated with dissipation as τdissipation = [E]
[ε] .208

Scale estimates of these various timescales give insight into the relative importance of209

different processes influencing wave evolution. For example, a feature with a dissipation210

timescale shorter than its advection timescale is expected to undergo local dissipation.211

Conversely, if the advection timescale is less than the dissipation timescale, we expect212

that the dissipation of the feature will be remote. The magnitude of the wave-mean flow213

interaction timescale for the m wavenumber component relative to the dissipation timescale214

indicates the extent to which wave-mean flow interactions can play a role in disrupting215

the downscale energy cascade assumed by, for example, finescale parameterizations. If216

τwave-mean k and τwave-mean l are relatively short, the waves evolution must be considered as217

fundamentally three-dimensional.218
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S5 Ray tracing calculations219

The propagation of internal wave packets, and the evolution of their properties along a220

ray path for a specific background stratification and velocity field, may be mapped us-221

ing ray tracing techniques (e.g. Lighthill, 1978; Olbers, 1981; Sheen et al., 2015). In ad-222

dition to their intrinsic propagation, internal wave rays are also advected by the back-223

ground horizontal current, ~U(x, y, z, t) = U(x, y, z, t) + V (x, y, z, t), and distorted by224

the local current shears, ∂~U(x,y,z,t)
∂x , ∂~U(x,y,z,t)

∂y and ∂~U(x,y,z,t)
∂z , and background stratifi-225

cation gradient, ∂N(x,y,z,t)
∂z , along their ray path. Note, consistent with our approxima-226

tion to the dispersion relation, we neglect the horizontal gradients of intrinsic frequency227

in the ray tracing equations for the evolution of the wave’s wavenumber on the basis that228

the term arising from the thermal wind shear is small in the WKB limit. This is appro-229

priate as the life cycle of Bu ≈ O(1) and larger waves is controlled by variations in the230

Doppler shift rather than having behavior that depends strongly upon the background231

relative vorticity. In this work we consider a plausible life history of the observed coher-232

ent wave packets by ray-tracing them backwards-in-time from the time and location of233

observation. We use the satGEM data to provide the time- and space-varying background234

flow and stratification fields. We use the ray tracing model to track the temporal evo-235

lution of the wave’s position and characteristics using finite-differencing, with the wave236

position, wavenumber and frequency being updated on 10-minute time steps. We also237

record the temporal evolution of background flow and stratification properties along the238

ray path, in order to document the evolving influence of the background environment239

on the wave’s evolution. The model is run until the wave packet intersects the seafloor240

or the base of the mixed layer, a period that ranged from 0.1 to 21 days.241

S6 Relationship to over-prediction of ε by the finescale parameteriza-242

tion243

We suggest that the identification of additional pathways and fates for internal wave en-244

ergy suggested by this analysis may provide a valuable perspective from which to bet-245

ter understand the mismatches between theoretical descriptions of the internal wave field246

and the distribution of turbulent dissipation identified in various recent studies (i.e. Wa-247

terman et al., 2013; Sheen et al., 2013; Nikurashin et al., 2014; Waterman et al., 2014;248

Cusack et al., 2017; Takahashi & Hibiya, 2019). Here we specifically test whether the249

relationships between timescales indicating the relative importance of various processes250
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influencing wave evolution provide insight into the mismatch between finescale- and microstructure-251

derived estimates of the dissipation rate in this data set.252

To do so, we diagnose the ratio of εfine, the dissipation rate predicted by the finescale253

parameterization (see Waterman et al. (2014) for details), to εmicro, the microstructure-254

derived estimate of the dissipation rate, for all coherent wave-like features. This ratio255

can be interpreted as the degree of finescale parameterization over- or under-prediction256

depending on the ratio’s magnitude relative to unity. We then examine whether the εfine:εmicro257

ratio shows any specific relationship to wave and/or background properties, and specif-258

ically whether it varies systematically with the feature’s diagnosed timescales (Figure259

S2).260

Figure S2. A re-visualization of the timescale analysis presented in Figure 3 also displaying

the εfine:εmicro ratio (scatter point color). Red colors indicate that the finescale parameterization

over-predicts the microstructure-derived dissipation rate; blue colors indicate that the finescale

parameterization under-predicts the dissipation rate derived from microstructure measurements.

Formatting follows that of Figure 3 with the exception that downward-going features are repre-

sented by square symbols in place of Xs. Unfilled symbols indicate absence of an εfine or εmicro

estimate, thus preventing the evaluation of the εfine:εmicro ratio.

261

262

263

264

265

266

267
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This exploration does reveal patterns that suggest that finescale over-prediction is likely268

to occur when/where wave-mean interaction and/or advection are more important than269

local dissipation, despite reservations about the robustness of εfine estimates in the vicin-270

ity of coherent features discussed below. For example, the majority of features with finescale271

over-prediction have a timescale characterization that suggests a dominance of advec-272

tion and/or wave-mean flow interaction over dissipation. (A notable exception is the upward-273

going feature at station 46 located in the lower-left quadrant of Figure S2, a feature that274

has an anomalously short dissipation timescale.) Further, the majority of features with275

finescale under-prediction have a timescale characterization that suggests that local dis-276

sipation dominates over advection and wave-mean flow interaction. (A notable excep-277

tion is the upward-going feature at station 18 located in the upper-right quadrant of Fig-278

ure S2, a feature that has an anomalously short wave-mean flow interaction timescale.)279

In light of these results, it is tempting to interpret the mismatch between finescale- and280

microstructure-derived estimates of the dissipation rate as an indication of the impor-281

tance of other processes in wave evolution beyond local wave-wave interactions and tur-282

bulent dissipation due to wave-breaking. However, it is important to acknowledge that283

these estimates of εfine have significant uncertainty. This is primarily because the for-284

mulation of the finescale parameterization assumes a background wave field consistent285

with the spatially-homogeneous, vertically-isotropic Garrett-Munk (GM)-like spectrum.286

As such, the applicability of the parameterization in the scenario we specifically consider287

here: one in which there is excess energy at a preferred vertical wave scale, is in ques-288

tion. This scenario violates the parameterization’s assumptions of spatial homogeneity289

and vertical isotropy, and further calls into question the validity of using power-law (GM290

internal wave spectrum-like) spectral distributions to ground the parameterization. As291

a consequence, such interpretations of the mismatch between finescale- and microstructure-292

derived estimates of dissipation in the vicinity of coherent wave-like features must be done293

with caution.294
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